Scaffolding our systems? Patients and families ‘reaching in’ as a source of healthcare resilience.
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Redley and colleagues’ study1 suggests that involving patients in their care can be challenging, even when patients express a preference for involvement. Their paper examines a key opportunity for patient engagement—the ward round—and investigates the links between patients’ expressed preference to be involved and their observed level of involvement during subsequent ward rounds. The authors report little relationship between the two, concluding that involvement is affected by a range of contextual factors.

This finding, while disappointing, comes as little surprise to those who have spent any time in the ever-changing clinical environment of an acute hospital ward. What patients want in terms of active involvement, and what they can and do receive, varies in all kinds of ways. The reality of involving patients and families is that both preferences and opportunities for involvement are situated within a complex, dynamic healthcare system. Furthermore, it could be argued that by focusing only on a single opportunity for involvement—in this case shared decision-making within the ward round—we fail to recognise the role of patients and families as active partners across their care experience and the actions and adjustments they routinely make to support the quality and safety of their care. Put simply, these adjustments represent a source of resilience in our healthcare systems. In this editorial, we explore how facilitating these adjustments across the range of care experiences might create better quality and safer care.

WHAT IS SYSTEM RESILIENCE, AND WHY SHOULD WE SEEK TO ENHANCE IT?

Healthcare is increasingly recognised as a ‘complex adaptive system’,2 3 within which resilience is seen as: ... the intrinsic ability of a system to adjust its functioning prior to, during or following changes/disturbances in order to sustain required operations under expected or unexpected conditions.6

Thus, resilience is an attribute of a system that allows it to flex and adapt to unpredictable circumstances. Traditionally, such flexing has been seen in negative terms, described variously as ‘violations’ or ‘work-arounds’.7 However, this flexibility may be what is needed to allow care delivery to meet the needs of varying conditions, to produce positive outcomes, and importantly, to support more patient-centred care.8 9

It has been suggested that the main solution for supporting resilience is to manage, or ‘dampen’ performance variability, particularly where variability may have a disproportionate impact on desired outcomes.10 We believe that patients, their families and carers, due to their unique positioning outside, inside and across healthcare system boundaries, are well-placed to provide this dampening function, and in doing so, may help to create better quality, safer care, more of the time.

HOW MIGHT PATIENTS AND THEIR FAMILIES BE A SOURCE OF HEALTHCARE RESILIENCE?

Consider for a moment the experiences when you, your family or friends, have sought care from health services. It is conceivable that you have had to undertake unexpected activity to achieve your goals. Examples might include chasing appointment times, or correcting the information on which clinical decisions are made. This type of activity may be understood as ‘reaching in’ to services and compensating for system complexity, and it is often necessary to achieve more
optimal care. ‘Reaching in’ has the effect over time of creating a ‘scaffold’, supporting the ongoing work of healthcare professionals providing care. An emergent literature suggests that patients and families are already ‘scaffolding’ the quality and safety of their care, for example, undertaking their own reconciliation of their medications following discharge from hospital, or proactively contacting their GP or community pharmacy where medications have been changed.11 These kinds of activities, which might traditionally be seen as non-adherent, might actually be regarded as ‘resilience strategies’.12

Traditionally, patient involvement has focused on discrete activities, such as ‘speaking up’ about hand washing, or exploring involvement at certain healthcare encounters, like the hospital ward round.1 However, it is our contention that going forward, we should seek to understand the ways that patients and families might be involved over time to help manage the inconsistencies and unwanted variability in the care system. To really support patients and families to be in a position to more systematically ‘reach in’ and to enhance resilience, we believe a shift in thinking and approach is necessary.

HOW MIGHT WE FACILITATE PATIENTS AND FAMILIES TO ENHANCE HEALTHCARE RESILIENCE?

Provide opportunities for ‘reaching in’ to healthcare systems

No health service can honestly claim to be built in the image of patient need or around the patient ‘journey’. However, patients and their families may still regard health services as unified providers of care that share information and whose day-to-day interests align around the same focal point—provision of patient care. Thus, there may be a degree of naïveté among those using health services about the structural gaps that can lead to ‘safety gaps’ between services, staff, structures and settings. This disconnect is further complicated in times of high resource use (eg, ‘winter pressures’), or during periods of sustained enforced efficiency savings, where the perception of what health services could and should deliver may fall short of the reality. When patients and their carers are aware of these issues, they may be enabled to think pre-emptively and proactively about the opportunities they might have in supporting the care process.

What is needed is to provide everyday opportunities for ‘reaching in’ to healthcare systems. Following on from known examples of resilient strategies,11 12 this could be as simple as an instruction at discharge from hospital: ‘when you get home, you may wish to contact your GP and provide a copy of your discharge letter’. Or it may involve providing pathways that offer more systematic ways for patients, families and carers to ‘interrogate’ the healthcare system, through structured questions they may like to ask, explicit patient-centred instructions about treatment and medication or sharing information about signs and symptoms that need to be escalated quickly. Indeed, such a view is supported by findings from Redley and colleagues’ study,1 where patients who indicated receiving information delivered in a way they could understand, as well as feeling respected and supported by clinicians, felt more able to meaningfully contribute to ward rounds.

Acknowledge patients and families as knowledge brokers

A related benefit of greater transparency about ‘safety gaps’ in our care systems is the potential for patients and families to act as ‘knowledge brokers’.13 Knowledge brokers fill ‘structural holes’ between otherwise interconnected parts of a network.14 Patients and families have unique insight and tacit knowledge that can support safe progression through our imperfect healthcare systems. For example, their movement across and between system boundaries means that they are uniquely positioned to understand how different system components work, often in ways that eludes the understanding of professionals working within these component departments, wards or hospitals. This means that patients and their families are often able to support more timely information exchange across these gaps. An obvious example of this is emergency care, where in the absence of access to records, patients or their carers can become the main source of safety critical information for staff about medical history, treatment regimens and medication.15 Another aspect of the ‘knowledge broker’ role for patients and families might be providing a mechanism for information exchange between healthcare professionals. Existing examples of this are the successful use of personal child health records in maternity services16 and initiatives within care homes designed to provide important clinical information quickly on admission to acute services.17

Coproduce interventions to allow variability

Over the past decade, there has been a proliferation of interventions designed to support patient and family involvement in the quality and safety of care. However, the process of developing, testing and spreading interventions to improve healthcare is undergoing what might be regarded as a small paradigm shift, with an increasing number of authors calling for a rethink about how to create change.18–21 Collectively, this critique suggests that rather than seeking to tightly control interventions to ensure uptake and spread, we create ‘hybrid’ interventions where some aspects are more prescribed, with others left free to vary depending on local contexts.18 19 This approach aligns with complexity science, resilience approaches, as well as current thinking about creating safety within healthcare.22 But how does this relate to enabling patients and their families to enhance resilience?
Activities that have significant variation, and that are closely connected with other variable activities, are likely to be key targets for improvement as they may have disproportionate ‘knock forward’ benefits on patients’ outcomes, safety and experience. It may be that certain key—perhaps more ‘upstream’—activities within healthcare processes should be more prescribed, leaving other activities—perhaps those ‘downstream’—to vary according to context. An example of one such ‘hybrid’ intervention is arguably the New Medicine Service, which asks community pharmacists to support patients with medication adherence. The initial intervention point is prescribed with an interview schedule, but subsequent follow-up varies dependent on the outcomes of the early conversations and patient need. From the patient perspective, such a hybrid intervention might be a prescribed set of key questions patients and families could ask when being discharged from hospital, allowing better informed (but variable) discussions to take place with different healthcare professionals across community and primary care services once home. In a sense, such an approach would be akin to asking patients and families to be partners in healthcare, sharing a responsibility to ‘co-produce’ the quality and safety of their care.

CONCLUSION

Trying to understand and work with complexity in healthcare systems is inherently a complex endeavour. Patients and families have long been seen as a source of unwanted variability in treatment outcomes (eg, medication adherence), but patients and families may also be a unique source of insight and resilience in supporting the quality and safety of our healthcare processes. The key to harnessing this role more fully is likely to include moving away from a focus on specific patient and family involvement in specific aspects of care delivery, like the ward round. We argue that for healthcare to fully benefit from this resilience capacity requires us to let go of traditional beliefs about tightly controlling interventions, allow staff to continue to flex and adapt to changing conditions and craft ‘gentle scaffolds’ to allow patients, families and carers to better interrogate, navigate and thrive in the sometimes intricate maze of healthcare services.
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